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ABSTRACT
Conventionally, branch mispredictions are resolved by flushing
wrongly speculated instructions from the reorder buffer and refetching instructions along the correct path. However, a large part of
the misspeculated instructions could have reconverged with the
correct path and executed correctly. Yet, they are flushed to ensure
in-order commit. This inefficiency has been recognized in prior
work, which proposes either complex additions to a core to reuse
the correctly executed instructions, or less intrusive solutions that
only reuse part of the converged instructions.
We propose a hardware-software cooperative mechanism to
recover correctly executed instructions, avoiding the need to refetch
and re-execute them. It combines relatively limited additions to
the core architecture with a high reuse of reconverged instructions.
Adding the software hints to enable our mechanism is a similar
effort as parallelizing an application, which is already necessary to
extract high performance from current multicore processors. We
evaluate the technique on emerging graph applications and sorting,
applications that are known to perform poorly on conventional
CPUs, and report an average 29% increase in performance.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Processor development has historically been driven by technology
improvements, providing more transistors and frequency boosts
without increasing energy density [13, 31]. Architecture design
mainly had to focus on extracting as much performance as possible
out of the ever growing amount of transistors, with little focus on
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efficiency. This has led to wide and deep out-of-order architectures,
relying on prediction and speculation to increase performance, even
though mispredictions lead to a high amount of uselessly fetched
and executed instructions. Nowadays, the halt of frequency and
power efficiency scaling puts an increasing focus on efficiency,
with the advent of specialized architectures and accelerators as the
extreme examples [21].
Branch prediction is an important contributor to the performance
of out-of-order processors: if the prediction is correct, the core
does not have to stall fetch until a branch is executed. However,
branch predictor misses have an increasingly higher power and
performance penalty as the core’s instruction window gets larger
to exploit more parallelism: the amount of wrong-path instructions
that need to be flushed increases with window size. Furthermore,
CPU applications are becoming more irregular, both in terms of
memory behavior and branch predictability. This is because regular
code is now increasingly executed on architectures with a higher
peak compute rate, such as GPUs, leaving the less regular code for
the CPU [5]. Additionally, emerging big data analysis algorithms,
such as graph analysis [17], sparse neural networks [44] and graph
neural networks [42], operate on sparse and irregular data, resulting
in high branch miss penalties.
In this paper, we propose a mechanism to increase the efficiency
and performance of a conventional out-of-order processor, by not
flushing all instructions after a mispredicted branch. The mechanism detects instructions in the speculative stream that reconverge
to the correct path and only flushes those instructions that need
to be refetched and re-executed to ensure correct execution. This
increases performance, as the non-flushed instruction do not need
to be refetched and re-executed, and also saves energy for the same
reason.
Not flushing data and control independent instructions to increase efficiency has been extensively explored in prior work, as
discussed in the next section. Our proposal differs from these proposals by its software-hardware cooperation: software indicates
independent code fragments, while hardware uses this information
to only flush instructions that truly depend on the branch miss. The
goal is to maximally exploit instruction reuse while minimizing the
additions to the core micro-architecture.
The novel instructions to indicate independent code fragments
might seem to limit usefulness, as the application needs to be annotated and recompiled to use the mechanism. However, it is our
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opinion that software-hardware cooperation is key in increasing
processing efficiency, for two reasons:
(i) A hardware only solution often involves detection and/or
prediction structures, setting off part of the efficiency gains of the
proposed mechanism. By using software to indicate independent
code fragments, no complex detection, prediction and/or rollback
hardware needs to be implemented.
(ii) Programmers and compilers are already forced to cooperate
with hardware to extract the highest possible performance, for example by implementing parallel applications to exploit the compute
power of multicore machines. Parallelizing an application includes
thinking about synchronization, which is a form of dependence
analysis.
Regarding the second point, we show how independent loop iterations can be easily detected using OpenMP “parallel for” pragmas,
a commonly used parallelization technique.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a hardware-software cooperative technique to
increase performance and efficiency with minimal changes
to the hardware and software.
• We describe different implementation options that provide
different performance/complexity tradeoffs.
• We evaluate our proposal using simulation on graph benchmarks, showing an average 29% and up to 54% performance
increase.
We first discuss prior work and refresh memory on the branch
recovery mechanism in conventional out-of-order processors. Next,
we elaborate on the software and hardware aspects of our proposal.
We then explain our experimental setup and show results, analyzing
the performance impact of different software and hardware options.
Finally, we conclude and discuss future work.

2

PRIOR WORK ON BRANCH MISS
OPTIMIZATIONS

Branch convergence and selective flushing have been recognized
as potential performance optimizations for out-of-order pipelines
more than 20 years ago by Rotenberg and Smith [35]. They implement a selective flush mechanism in a trace processor, an architecture that is not commonly used nowadays.
Since then, a lot of proposals have been made to exploit branch
convergence to improve performance. We can roughly divide them
into two categories: the first advocates a dramatic redesign of the
processor pipeline to extract the largest performance benefit, while
the second category proposals have a very small impact on the
pipeline design, but only reuse a small fraction of the convergent
instructions.
Skipper [11] belongs to the first category: it skips instructions
that are control and data dependent on a hard-to-predict branch,
and fetches and executes these instructions after the branch is
resolved. It adds multiple predictors and roll-back mechanisms to
the core for a relatively low (10%) performance gain. Furthermore,
correctly predicted hard branches (50% probability) also cause outof-order fetches, potentially delaying forward progress. Collins et
al. [12] propose a more accurate reconvergence predictor, which
can be used in control-independent architectures. Pajuelo et al. [34]
use convergence detection and a vectorization scheme to issue
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multiple iterations of control independent code while a hard-topredict branch is being resolved. Al-Zawawi et al. [4] propose a
novel ROB-less design, based on re-execution buffers to execute
control and data dependent instruction after a mispredicted branch.
Mao et al. [30] describe a mechanism to implement the reuse of
converging instructions in composable multi-processors.
An example of the second category (small additions, limited
benefit) is the proposal by Roth and Sohi [36]. They keep outcomes
of squashed instructions and reuse the values if the inputs are still
valid. This has a limited impact on performance, as reconvergent
instruction still need to be re-fetched and dispatched. Selective
Branch Recovery (SBR) [18] can be applied when the recovergence
point is the start of the correct path. By transforming wrong-path
instructions into move instructions and re-executing them, data
dependences are preserved. SBR only works for a subset of branch
misses, i.e., those for which the start of the correct path is already
fetched, while our mechanism can handle all branch misses. Naresh
et al. [27] propose to only reuse convergent instructions in the
frontend pipeline, flushing all dispatched instructions.
Our proposal lies somewhere in the middle between these two
categories: we target minimal changes to the architecture, and
maximal reuse of convergent instructions. We avoid expensive predictors, dependence checkers and roll-back mechanisms by relying
on compiler hints to denote control and data independent regions.
NOREBA [19] uses a similar strategy: compiler inserted instructions inform the hardware which branch independent instructions
can commit out of order. Furthermore, we reuse the existing out-oforder mechanisms for register renaming, flushing instructions and
redirecting fetch. Our mechanism does involve some non-trivial
changes to the micro-architecture, but our goal is to keep these
additions as limited as possible.
As an alternative to reusing converging instructions within a
thread, multithreading can be used to spawn threads for control and
data independent regions [1, 2], which avoids flushing instructions
of other regions on a misprediction. Creating and spawning threads
has a high overhead, especially when the independent regions
are small. Furthermore, optimized parallel code already uses all
available hardware thread contexts.
Another way of reducing the performance degradation due to
hard-to-predict branches is predication [10, 23]. Branch paths following branches that miss often are turned into predicated instructions, fetching both the taken and not taken path. Depending on
the branch condition, the results of these instructions are committed or invalidated. Instructions after the convergence point are
not predicated and can be executed while the branch resolves. No
instructions need to be flushed. The performance benefit of predication is a subtle balance between adding data dependences, fetching
more instructions and avoiding flushing instructions. Therefore, a
performance monitoring system is needed to avoid performance
inversion of predicating instructions [10, 24]. Additionally, predication options are limited in current architectures (x86 only has
cmov, 64-bit ARM instruction set removed most of the predicated
instructions), and the compiler has strict conditions for applying
if-conversion, such as no function calls and a limit on the number
of instructions. As a result, none of the applications we evaluate can
use predication to reduce the branch penalty. Our technique does
not add dependences, has no restrictions on the type and number
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of instructions, and is only triggered when the branch is effectively
mispredicted, while predication is done for all occurrences of the
converted branch. Interestingly, Chauhan et al.[10] report that 72%
of the hard branches converge for the benchmarks they evaluate,
which is a distinct set from the benchmarks we used. This shows
that convergence can be exploited in a large set of applications.
Farzad et al. [37] found that wrong-path control and data independent code accounts for 6% to 12% of the total power consumption
in embedded processors, which could potentially be saved by not
flushing them. Malik et al. [29] discuss the performance benefit of
parallel branch resolution, highlighting the importance of maximizing branch-miss level parallelism (BLP) in control independent
architectures. Our proposal implements BLP: branches in different
slices execute concurrently and are not flushed due to misses in
other slices.
Branch resolution is often delayed by long-latency cache misses
on which the branch depends, as is the case for our evaluated applications. The indirect memory prefetcher [43] reduces the latency
of irregular indirect memory accesses, speeding up branch resolution and thus indirectly reducing the branch penalty. Pipette [32]
exploits pipeline parallelism in irregular applications and adds a
mechanism for quickly switching between stages when a stage is
blocked due to long memory accesses. These techniques are orthogonal to our proposal.

3

OUT-OF-ORDER EXECUTION AND
BRANCH PREDICTION

Ultimately, the goal of out-of-order processing is to approach data
flow execution: instructions are executed as soon as their inputs are
ready, independent of the status of instructions that appear earlier
in the instruction stream. However, to enable precise interrupts and
to ease the implementation of synchronization between threads,
instructions appear to be executed in order, by ensuring in-order
commit.
Branch prediction increases the continuous flow of instructions
into the reorder buffer, to provide a large window of instructions
to select multiple ready-to-execute instructions. Branch mispredictions are, however, very costly: because we need to ensure in-order
commit, all instructions after a detected branch miss need to be
flushed and re-fetched along the correct path. The total penalty of
a single branch misprediction equals the time spent fetching instructions along the wrong path, which could be many in a deeply
pipelined processor [16]. For the branch miss heavy applications
evaluated in our study (see Section 5.1) using a state-of-the-art
TAGE branch predictor [38], wrong path instructions account for
on average 53% more dispatched instructions, branch miss resolution takes 47% of the execution time and oracle branch prediction
improves performance by 60%.
Many branches have convergent paths: the taken and not-taken
path eventually converge. In this case, flushing all instructions after
a branch miss breaks the data flow execution model: the execution of
converging instructions that are independent of the branch outcome
is cancelled or delayed because of the in-order commit model, not
because of true dependences. Our technique improves on this by
keeping convergent instructions that are known to be independent
of the branch paths in the reorder buffer and by continuing to
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execute them while the correct path is being fetched. Using our
proposal, the penalty of a branch miss reduces to the fetch time
of only those instructions that are control and data dependent on
the mispredicted branch. Furthermore, independent instructions
do not need to be refetched, resulting in less energy consumption.
For a better understanding of our proposal, we briefly recapture the conventional branch miss resolution mechanism in an
out-of-order processor. If a branch is executed and it turns out
to be mispredicted, all instructions that are younger are flushed
from the ROB, and the issue, load and store queue entries they occupy are released, as well as the renamed physical registers. Before
fetching and dispatching instructions along the correct path, the
rename table has to be restored to its state just after the branch
was dispatched, undoing all renamings along the mispredicted path.
Conceptually, there are two main methods to restore the rename
table [3]:
(a) Using checkpoints: At each branch instruction, the rename
table is checkpointed. When a branch turns out mispredicted, the
checkpoint is looked up and restored. This is a quick mechanism,
but requires substantial storage to keep all checkpoints.
(b) Using rollback logs: The renaming operations (architectural
to physical register mappings) of all instructions in the ROB are
logged, and rolled back one by one until the mispredicted branch
is reached. This mechanism has lower storage requirements, but
more time is needed to restore the rename table, because rename
operations need to be undone one by one.
The combination of both is currently the most chosen option
to balance storage requirements and speed: regular checkpoints
(but not at all branches) and a rollback log. When a branch is
mispredicted, the closest checkpoint is looked up and rolled back to
the mispredicted branch. In the remainder of this paper, we assume
a checkpointing mechanism at each branch. However, our proposal
also supports a rollback or hybrid mechanism, because a rollback
mechanism ensures that rename tables at dispatch of all in-flight
instructions can be restored.

4

SELECTIVE FLUSH MECHANISM

Our proposal to selectively flush instructions after a branch miss
and to not waste resources on re-processing instructions on the
convergent path consists of combined software and hardware additions. The software part is responsible for indicating control and
data independent regions by means of 3 additional instructions.
The hardware part takes this information to selectively flush instructions on a branch miss.

4.1

Denoting Independent Regions

Selective flush should only flush instructions that are dependent
on the instructions before the branch miss. To simplify the mechanism, we only consider sequential lists of instructions, i.e., we do
not extract individual (in)dependent instructions. We define a slice
as a sequence of instructions such that all instructions following
the slice are control and data independent1 of the instructions in
the slice, up to a certain point in the application, called the slice
1 Considering

only true RAW dependences, WAR and WAW dependences are removed
by register renaming.
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iterator inc
loop branch

Listing 1: Example loop
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

loop : s l i c e _ s t a r t
load A[ r 1 ] , r 2
j l r2 , 0 , e l s e
mul r2 , r2 , r 2
j end
e l s e : mov 0 , r 2
end :
s t o r e r2 , A[ r 1 ]
slice_end
inc r1
j l r1 , N , l o o p
slice_fence
load A [ 0 ] , r 1

slice

red_var upd

iterator inc
loop branch

slice

red_var upd

iterator inc
loop branch

region end, after which instructions can depend on sliced instructions. When a branch misprediction occurs within a slice, only the
remaining instructions in the same slice should be flushed, while
newer instructions can continue to be executed (until the end of
the slice region).
The typical use case is a loop of independent iterations, see Listing 1. The slice is the body of the loop, indicated by the slice_start
and slice_end instructions, and the number of slices in the region
equals the number of iterations. The region is ended after the loop
using a slice_fence instruction, when data calculated in the loop
is used.
Not all instructions within a region should belong to a slice. For
example, the iterator increment and the loop branch (instructions
9 and 10) are always control and data dependent on the previous
iteration increment and branch. Therefore, they are left out of the
slice, although they still belong to the slice region. If a branch that
is not within a slice is mispredicted, all instructions following that
branch should be flushed, as in the regular case. For example, if the
loop branch is predicted taken after the last iteration, we should
flush all wrongly speculated next iterations of the loop.
Instructions in a slice can depend on instructions out of a slice
in the same region. In the example, the loop body depends on the
value of r1, i.e., the iterator, and is also control dependent on the
loop branch. The only requirement is that all instructions following
the slice should be control and data independent of the instructions
in the slice.
Figure 1 shows a typical sliced loop, with its (potential) dependences. The iterator increment and branch are outside the slice, but
within the slice region, i.e., all code before the slice fence. All slices
are independent of each other, except for reduction variables, which
we discuss in Section 4.5. Furthermore, none of the non-sliced code
depends on sliced instructions, up to the slice fence. Code after
the fence depends on the sliced code (otherwise the sliced code
would be dead code), but only through memory, as we explain in
Section 4.4.
Slices and regions are indicated using three new instructions:
slice_start, slice_end and slice_fence. These need to be inserted by the programmer or compiler, who is responsible for ensuring that the slice independence conditions are met. This alleviates
hardware from dependence checking, but it puts more burden on
the software. However, dependence checking is already a main task
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slice

red_var upd

…

slice fence

…

Figure 1: Typical sliced loop. Full line arrows are register dependences, dashed arrows are dependences through memory (store to load).
of the compiler, and increasingly also of the programmer to enable
thread parallelism.
Enabling selective flush is a similar effort as parallelizing an application. For example, consider the popular OpenMP (omp) framework for parallelizing applications. The iterations of an omp parallel
for loop can be divided among threads and are therefore inherently
independent. These loop bodies can be safely encapsulated in a slice,
exploiting the selective flush mechanism for iterations executed
in the same thread. In fact, by putting parallel for iterations into
slices, we further exploit the parallelism within a thread: instead
of enforcing sequential execution after a branch miss, newer iterations can be executed in parallel with the branch miss resolution.
Furthermore, branch reconvergence and instruction dependence
compiler analysis have been discussed in prior work [6, 19], which
means an automatic compiler implementation is realistic.

4.2

Selective Flush Mechanism

The first addition to the hardware is the ability to decode the three
new slice instructions. Note that these instructions can be taken
from the set of no-op instructions, such that a binary compiled with
slice instructions can also be executed on a processor that does not
support selective flush. The core keeps track of which instructions
are within a slice and which not, e.g., by adding one bit to each ROB
entry. When a misprediction on a non-sliced branch is detected, the
regular branch recovery mechanism is used, i.e, flushing all newer
instructions and restarting fetch at the correct path.
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dispatch

10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j

(d)

2l

CP1

dispatch

10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j

CP1

(c)

2 l 10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j

2 l 10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j

2l

2 l 10 j 9 i

3j

2l

7 s 5 j 4 m 10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j

2 l 10 j 9 i

3j

2l

2 l 7 s 5 j 4 m 10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j

2 l 10 j 9 i

3j

2l

CP2

dispatch

commit

commit

10 j 9 i 7 s 6 m 3 j
CP2

dispatch

commit

commit

CP2

(e)

dispatch

3j

commit

Figure 2: Selective flush mechanism example. Instructions from Listing 1: line number and first letter of instruction (j=branch).
Different colors denote different slices/iterations, slice instructions are shown as large brackets. (a) Situation after fetching 2
iterations. (b) Misprediction detected in instruction ‘3 j’, 2 instructions flushed (red). (c) ROB relinked to fetch correct path,
dispatch set to checkpoint CP1, checkpoint CP2 taken at ‘regular fetch’. (d) Fetching correct path until end of slice and pointing
back to next out-of-slice instruction (9 i). (e) Resuming regular fetch from CP2.
When a misprediction on a sliced branch is detected, only the
instructions after the branch in the same slice are flushed, see Figure 2(b). Additionally, we take a checkpoint (CP2) of the current
rename table, i.e., at the point where instruction fetch should continue after fetching the correct path within the slice. We call this
checkpoint the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’. Newer instructions that
do not belong to the slice (rightmost ‘9 i’ and further to the left) are
kept in the ROB, and continue to execute. Fetch is redirected at the
correct path, and the mispredicted branch rename table checkpoint
(CP1) is restored (c). When the correct path execution reaches a
slice_end instruction (d), the correct path within the slice is complete. The instructions after the slice_end are already fetched and
potentially executed. At that point, the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’
(CP2) is restored and fetch continues where it left off (e).
When a branch misprediction in a slice is detected and the end of
the slice is already in the ROB, the front-end (fetch-decode-rename)
contains correct path instructions (because they are outside the
current slice). These front-end instructions should not be flushed
and can continue to proceed through the pipeline. The regular fetch
checkpoint is taken when the last of these instructions is renamed.
In the meantime, the front-end is filled with the resolved correct
path instructions within the affected slice, so there is no disruption
in the flow of instructions in the front-end. Redirecting fetch after
the detection of the miss might introduce a one cycle bubble, which
also ensures that no regular fetch and resolved path instructions end
up in the same rename batch and a clean regular fetch checkpoint
can be taken.
After the correct path is resolved, i.e., a slice end instruction
is fetched, the fetch stage continues at the regular fetch point. To
enable a smooth flow, we assume that slice ends are detected early
in the fetch pipeline (similar to branches), such that we do not need
to wait until they are decoded to redirect fetch to the regular fetch
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point. To avoid deadlocks, we propose to reserve some resources
for resolving correct paths, see Section 4.7.
The regular fetch checkpoint (CP2 in the example) does not
contain the renamings made after dispatching the resolved path.
Because there are no dependences between instructions in the slice
and the next instructions, all registers renamed inside a slice are
dead at the end of the slice and the regular fetch checkpoint does
not depend on the novel renamings along the correct path. An
exception is a reduction variable, which we discuss in Section 4.5.
We assume that the rename table is used only at the rename stage.
The architectural/physical renaming for each instruction is also
encoded in its ROB entry, this information is used at the commit
stage to write back the architectural register and free the physical
register.

4.3

Linked List ROB

Selectively flushing and restoring the wrong path within a slice
breaks the in-order appearance of instructions in the ROB: instructions of the correct path of one iteration are inserted after instructions of later iterations. However, we still want to support in-order
commit to avoid impact on off-core mechanisms that rely on inorder commit, such as precise interrupts and memory consistency
mechanisms. Therefore, we propose to implement the ROB as a
linked list, which enables removing and adding instructions in the
middle of a stream. On a branch miss in a slice, the next pointer of
the ROB entry containing the branch is set at the next free ROB
entry, where the correct path will be fetched, see Figure 2(c). After
finishing the correct path in the slice, the pointer is set to the instruction that logically follows, but that has already been fetched
earlier (d). This pointer is saved together with the ‘regular fetch
checkpoint’. Next, the last instruction fetched when detecting the
branch miss points to the next free entry, i.e., after the correct path
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(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3: A blocked linked list ROB. Each block consists of multiple instructions; there is one pointer at the end of each block.
In blue are correct path instructions, flushed instructions are in gray, green is the resolved correct path and shaded refers
to gaps in the ROB. (a) Flushed instructions cross block boundary. (b) Situation after resolving the branch miss. (c) Flushed
instructions do not cross block boundary. (d) Inserting a gap at dispatch to enable correct redirection to the resolved path.
(e), and dispatch continues. At the commit stage, the pointers are
followed to ensure in-order commit of instructions. Note that most
instructions will still be stored sequentially, each branch miss in
a slice causes at most 3 redirections. The number of cycles where
commit is stopped prematurely because of a pointer indirection is
therefore limited.
Depending on the implementation of the load and store queues
in the baseline core, they should or should not also be changed
to a linked list. For example, if there are pointers to/from the corresponding ROB entries or some kind of sequence numbers, the
relative order for checking address aliasing, load-store forwarding
and ordering for memory consistency, can be determined without
a linked list implementation. If a linked list implementation is necessary, it involves a small extra overhead, because these queues are
smaller than the ROB.
The linked list ROB is arguably the most impacting change to
the regular core design. It involves adding a pointer to each entry,
which adds n⌈log2 n⌉ bits for a ROB of n entries (e.g., 256 byte
for a 256 entry ROB). Linked list ROBs have been used in the IBM
POWER5 [22] and POWER8 [40] architecture to enable dynamically
sharing ROB entries between threads in SMT mode.
To reduce the overhead of pointers, the ROB can be partitioned
into blocks (e.g., of 8 entries), with only one pointer per block. Inside
a block, instructions are consecutive, while blocks can be dispatched
out of order. Blocks also simplify committing multiple instructions
per cycle by avoiding following pointers. This reduces the overhead
(e.g., to 20 byte for a 256-entry ROB and 8-entry blocks), but it also
leaves holes in the ROB, as out-of-order paths can only start at
block boundaries.
If a branch miss in a slice is detected, the instructions in the slice
are flushed, see Figure 3. If the slice_end is in a different block
as the branch miss (or it is the last instruction of the same block),
see Figure 3(a), we start fetching the correct path after the branch
miss to fill gaps and to keep instructions consecutive as much as
possible (rightmost green area in Figure 3(b)). When the last block
before the end of the flushed slice is filled, we use its pointer to
point to the next free block to continue fetching the correct path.
This means that the flushed entries in the partially flushed block
will remain empty. Once the correct path is fetched, the pointer of
the last correct path block points back to the block with the next
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instruction, i.e., the first instruction after the flushed instructions.
The remainder of the last correct path block also has to remain
empty, because the pointer is used to point back to the next block.
As soon as all instructions in a block with a gap are committed,
these gaps can be reclaimed.
However, if the missed branch and slice_end are in the same
block (and slice_end is not the last instruction) (Figure 3(c)), there
is no available pointer between the flushed instructions and the
first out-of-slice correct path instruction. To avoid this, we propose
the following mechanism:
• At dispatch, a ‘slice branch’ bit is kept.
• If a conditional branch within a slice is dispatched, this bit
is set.
• If we cross the boundary of a block, the bit is reset.
• When we dispatch a slice_end and the bit is set, we pad
the rest of the block with empty slots, such that the next
instruction after the slice_end starts at the next block, see
Figure 3(d).
Note that this addition is only needed when the ROB is divided
into blocks with multiple instructions. We evaluate the impact of a
blocked implementation in the results section.

4.4

Slice Fence

A slice_fence denotes the end of a slice region. After a slice_fence,
instructions can depend on instructions in slices. If an in-slice
branch miss is detected after fetching a slice_fence, we should
therefore also flush the instructions after the slice_fence. Thereto,
when dispatching a slice_fence, we also take a rename table
checkpoint, as for branches. When an in-slice branch miss is detected and the slice_fence is already dispatched, we also flush
the instructions after the slice_fence, in addition to flushing the
instructions in the slice. We store the rename table checkpoint at
the slice_fence as the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’, i.e., the point
where fetch should restart after dispatching the correct path in the
slice. Like this, instructions after a slice_fence can be executed
speculatively and are only flushed when a branch miss is detected
within a slice.
Instructions after the slice_fence can depend on instructions
within a slice, but the register rename information of instructions
in a recovered slice can be lost in the rename table (see the last
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paragraph of Section 4.2). Therefore, the dependences between the
slices and the code after the fence should be implemented through
memory and not through registers, by storing and loading data
from memory. In the envisioned use case of a parallel loop, this is
the case: because iterations are executed by different threads, no
data can be transferred through registers, only through memory.
Reduction variables are a special case, which are discussed in the
next section.

4.5

Reduction Variables

Reduction variables are variables that are updated and accumulated
in the loop iterations, such as counting the occurrence of certain
conditions. An important characteristic of a reduction variable is
that it can be updated in any order, i.e., its operation is commutative (e.g., addition, taking maximum, etc.). Additionally, the other
calculations in the loop do not depend on these variables, they only
depend on each other between different iterations.
In OpenMP, reduction variables have to be explicitly defined,
such that they are correctly updated when the loop is executed by
multiple threads. Typically, a local reduction variable is instantiated
in a register, and after all iterations are finished, the local variables of
all threads are reduced through shared memory to obtain the final
value. This implementation breaks when applying our selective
flush mechanism: if the reduction variable is wrongly updated
speculatively, the next iteration will take the wrong value, and this
will not be corrected when the correct path is executed because the
newer instructions are not re-executed.
To solve this, we propose to execute reduction variable operations only when they are not speculative anymore, i.e., when they
are at the head of the ROB. Reduction variable updates are kept in
the reservation stations until they are at the head of the ROB, similar to what is currently done for atomic operations. Delaying their
execution until commit does not delay other instructions, because
they only depend on themselves, no other instructions depend on
them. Additionally, reduction variables should not be renamed and
should read from and write to architectural registers, which is correct because they are the oldest instruction when executed. This
is needed because reduction variable update instructions may be
re-fetched on a branch miss in a slice, and an output register renaming would not be transferred to already fetched non-flushed slices.
We propose to introduce a new prefix to indicate instructions that
cannot be executed speculatively (similar to the ‘lock’ prefix in x86).
This prefix is added by the compiler, guided by the programmer’s
annotations (e.g., the reduction keyword in OpenMP).

4.6

Multiple Concurrent Branch Misses

A consequence of the selective flush mechanism is that branch
misses in newer slices can occur when an older branch miss is still
being resolved, because newer instructions continue to execute.
To support multiple concurrent branch misses, we propose to add
a ‘fetch redirect queue’ (FRQ), that contains all detected branch
misses in slices that should be resolved before continuing to fetch
at the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’. The FRQ is a FIFO queue where
each entry contains the following fields:
• The ROB entry of the mispredicted branch, to set the ROB
pointers when dispatching the correct path.
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• The program counter of the correct path instruction after
the mispredicted branch, to indicate the start of the correct
path.
• A pointer to the rename table checkpoint of the mispredicted
branch.
Additionally, there is a separate entry (not part of the queue) containing this data for the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’.
On a branch miss in a slice, this data is pushed in the FRQ, and if
the FRQ is empty, the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’ is also set. At the
fetch stage, the FRQ is checked, and if there is an entry at the head,
the correct path is fetched until a slice_end. If another branch
miss in a slice is detected while another slice is being resolved,
its data is pushed in the FRQ, but fetch continues at the currently
resolving slice. When the slice is resolved, the head of the FRQ is
removed and the FRQ is again checked. If there is another entry at
the head, this slice is resolved first. Only if the FRQ is empty, fetch
is resumed from the ‘regular fetch checkpoint’. This ensures that
branch misses are resolved in the order they occur, and the oldest
instructions are executed first, such that commit is not needlessly
blocked.
When instructions are flushed after a non-slice branch miss, the
FRQ is checked if it contains entries that point to flushed instructions. If so, the corresponding FRQ entry is removed from the queue.
Because all newer instructions are also flushed, all newer FRQ entries will also be removed, preserving a simple FIFO ordering.

4.7

Freeing/Reserving Resources

Selectively flushing and refetching instructions can lead to a deadlock if there are no free resources for fetching the correct path. For
example, assume a mispredicted branch that jumps over a section
with store operations, i.e., the correct path is to execute these store
operations. Assume further that before detecting this miss, all store
queue entries have been occupied by newer instructions. Since the
wrong path contains no store instructions, no store queue entries
are freed when the wrong path is flushed. The correct path cannot
dispatch because of the lack of store queue entries, and the store
queue entries of the newer instructions cannot be released because
they cannot commit before the older slice is resolved. A similar
deadlock can occur when there are more regular fetch instructions
in the front-end than the number of free ROB entries after flushing
the wrong path.
To prevent deadlocks, we propose to reserve a certain number
of resources for resolving correct paths when there are in-slice
instructions in the ROB. These cannot be used for the regular fetch.
We identified three resources to reserve: reservation stations (RS),
load queue (LQ) entries and store queue (SQ) entries. By reserving
these resources, we also ensure that enough ROB entries are free to
fetch the correct path. Note that reserving a single resource of each
suffices to prevent deadlocks: eventually, the resolved path instructions will become the oldest and can commit, freeing resources to
dispatch the next correct path instruction(s).
In case there are still not enough free resources to hold the
regular fetch instructions in the front-end, we flush (part of) the
front-end instructions. This has no impact on the checkpoints (they
are not renamed yet), it only has a small extra performance penalty.
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Reserving resources does not only prevent deadlocks, it can also
improve performance. The more resources are reserved, the quicker
we can execute the correct path. On the other hand, reserving
resources slows down the progress in the regular fetch path.
We evaluate the impact of freeing fewer or more resources in
the evaluation section.

4.8

Summary of Additions

In summary, the following additions to a conventional out-of-order
core are needed to support selective flush:
• 3 new slice instructions (no arguments).
• A linked list ROB, which can be block partitioned to limit
the overhead.
• One bit per ROB entry to indicate if an instruction belongs
to a slice.
• The FRQ with a few (e.g., 8) entries, to support concurrent
branch misses. If the FRQ is full, new misses can be resolved
using the conventional scheme, i.e., flushing all newer instructions.
• A prefix for the common reduce instructions to execute at
commit.
• A controller to correctly set the ROB linked list pointers on
a branch miss and after resolving the correct path.
These are non-trivial changes, but they mainly relate to ROB bookkeeping. Critical pipeline stages, such as wakening and selecting
instructions to issue in the reservation stations, are not impacted
by our mechanism.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1 Benchmarks
For evaluating the performance, we selected the GAP benchmark
suite[7]. The GAP benchmarks are optimized CPU implementations of 6 basic graph kernels: betweenness centrality (bc), breadth
first search (bfs), connected components (cc), pagerank (pr), single
source shortest path (sssp) and triangle count (tc). Graph applications, and more generally unstructured sparse applications, are
gaining importance to analyze relations within big data sets [33]. Recently, several graph accelerators [15, 20, 26, 41] and graph analysis
software platforms [28] have been proposed, and a US government
project to optimize graph analysis [39] was launched.
As input graphs, we use synthetically generated RMAT graphs [9].
Synthetic graphs have the advantage that we can control their size,
and measure the impact of graph size on performance. The execution time of the six benchmarks as a function of input graph size
differs considerably. In order to have a similar execution time, the
baseline graph input size differs per application: RMAT-18 for tc,
RMAT-20 for bc, cc, pr and sssp, and RMAT-22 for bfs (for single
core evaluation). The memory footprint of these graphs is 47 MB
(RMAT-18) to 283 MB (RMAT-22), which is much larger than the 1.4
MB LLC cache per core. The miss rate in the LLC varies between
45% and 70%. We also evaluate our technique on larger graphs.
Graph applications typically have data dependent hard-to-predict
branches, which depend on loads from main memory, because of
the high cache miss rate due to the lack of locality. Furthermore,
they are often highly parallel, applying a function on each vertex,
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which means iterations are independent. Lastly, the small code footprint of the GAP benchmarks makes it easy to add slice instructions
at meaningful places.
Additionally, we also evaluate our proposal on merge sort (ms) [25],
which also suffers from a high branch miss rate because of the unpredictable comparisons between elements. Sorting is a common
kernel for many applications. For example, the SPEC 2017 benchmark mcf spends 40% of its execution time in sorting. Mcf uses the
quicksort algorithm, for which is it hard to find or create independent slices. Merge sort is particularly fit for parallelization, and thus
also for selective flush, because distinct sections of the array can
be merged in parallel. For the baseline results, we sort a list of 10
million random integers.
Although we only evaluate our proposal on graph applications
and sort, we believe that it will be also beneficial for other branch
miss heavy workloads. Note that our mechanism mostly favors
short parallel sections, whereas conventional thread parallelism
performs best with long parallel sections to reduce the threading
overhead. This is why existing code (such as the SPEC benchmarks)
is difficult to convert without heavily reworking parts of the code.
However, emerging domains, such as machine learning, require
new code which can be implemented with this mechanism in mind.
Furthermore, the advent of domain specific processors in search for
more efficiency, provides a choice to processor designers to implement this mechanism only for domains where it has a substantial
impact (such as graph analysis).

5.2

Simulator

We implement the selective flush mechanism into an in-house
version of the Sniper multicore simulator [8]. We configure the
simulator to resemble an Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8180 processor,
codenamed Skylake [14], see Table 1. We extend Sniper with a
wrong-path engine, which models the flow of wrong-path instructions through the core pipeline until they are flushed. This is needed
to accurately model the impact of fetching and flushing only the
wrong-path instructions within a slice. We use Pin’s code cache
and decoder to reconstruct the wrong path, so when both paths
are in the code cache (which is soon for hard-to-predict branches)
we can reconstruct them both in case of a misprediction. Because
selective flush is an internal core mechanism, most of our results
are measured on a single core. For these simulations, we scale down
shared resources (LLC and memory bandwidth) proportionally (i.e.,
28 times smaller).

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Placing Slice Instructions and Single Core
Speedup
All of the GAP benchmarks have nested loops, of which the outer
loop is parallelized with OpenMP. Typically, the outer loop iterates
over all vertices of the graph, while the inner loop iterates over the
neighbors of these vertices. For some benchmarks, the iterations of
this inner loop are also independent, meaning that we can choose
to put the slice instructions around the iterations of the outer loop
or the inner loop (slices cannot be nested). Putting the slices in
the outer loop means that on a branch miss, all of the iterations
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Figure 5: Cycle stacks of the baseline (orig) and sliced execution.
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ms

Figure 4: Speedup of the selective flush mechanism versus
baseline for slicing the inner (where possible) and outer
loop, and speedup for perfect branch prediction.
of the inner loop after the branch miss will be flushed and reexecuted, while slicing the inner loop only flushes instructions
within one inner loop iteration. However, putting them in the inner
loop prevents the use of selective flush for branches outside the
inner loop, falling back to the default mechanism of flushing all
instructions. In particular, the branch ending the inner loop is often
mispredicted, because the number of neighbors is variable.
The decision where to put the slice instructions depends on the
iteration count of the inner loop, and where most branch misses
occur. We need to make this decision for three of the six GAP
benchmarks. bfs and tc have inner loops with control dependent
iterations (they break out of the loop prematurely), and pr has
no conditional branch in its inner loop. Merge sort’s inner loop
(merging the subarrays) also contains dependent iterations, so only
the outer loop can be sliced. Figure 4 shows the single core speedup
of the selective flush mechanism versus the baseline core, for slicing
the inner and outer loop for the three other benchmarks, and the
outer loop slicing for the rest.
For bc, slicing the outer loop gives better performance, while for
cc, slicing the inner loop is better. For sssp it does not matter much.
Therefore, if there is a choice, we propose to test a few options to
determine which one performs best.
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Taking the best performing options, the overall average speedup
is 1.29 (harmonic mean). pr has no speedup, because it has no
conditional branches in its loop, other than the inner loop branch.
Without pr, the average speedup is 1.35.
Figure 4 also shows the speedups for an oracle branch predictor,
i.e., the maximum achievable speedup for branch optimization. It
confirms the low margin for pr. For the other applications, our
mechanism closes a large part of the gap between the baseline and
a utopic perfect branch predictor. Perfect branch prediction has
an average speedup of 1.60, meaning that selective flush reaches
almost 50% of the potential gain.
Note that the branch miss rate in the baseline and the sliced
execution is exactly the same. Selective flush decreases the penalty
per miss. There is still an unavoidable penalty, namely the flush
and refetch of miss dependent instructions, so perfect branch predictor performance can never be reached. In addition, if the slice is
large (e.g., multiple iterations of the inner loop), a large number of
instructions need to be flushed, and the penalty will be closer to
that of the conventional branch miss resolution mechanism.
Figure 5 shows the (simplified) cycle stacks of the baseline and
sliced execution. The stacks are normalized to the cycle count of
the baseline execution. The ’exec’ component refers to the time
needed to execute all instructions assuming all cache hits and no
branch mispredictions. The ’branch’ component is the time lost due
to branch misses, and the ’mem’ component is the time the core is
stalled waiting for memory operations that miss in the L1 cache.
The ’other’ component contains other stall cycles, such as decode
bottlenecks.
The evaluated benchmarks are branch miss and memory bound.
The graphs do not fit into the LLC, and traversing a graph leads to
low locality, resulting in a large miss rate. Branches are data dependent, and often depend on loads that miss in the cache, explaining
their large miss penalty.
Our mechanism clearly reduces the branch miss component, explaining the execution time reduction. The memory component
increases slightly, because some cache misses along the wrong path
turn out to be useful prefetches for the correct path, and in the
baseline execution, their latency is therefore partly hidden by the
branch resolution time. In the sliced execution, this penalty is exposed more, because execution continues during branch resolution.
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Figure 7: Speedup of the selective flush mechanism with reserving 1 to 32 RS/LQ/SQ entries for resolving correct paths.

The execution component also increases, because more instructions
need to be fetched, i.e., the slice instructions.
In that respect, Figure 6 shows the number of dispatched instructions for both executions, normalized to the number of correct path
instructions in the baseline execution. Wrong path instructions are
fetched after a branch miss until the miss is detected, or in case
of sliced execution, until a slice end is fetched. Overhead refers
to the slice instructions, which are discarded after dispatch but
still take up slots in the frontend. Slicing reduces the number of
dispatched wrong path instructions, and for all but one application,
the overhead of slice instructions is smaller than the reduction
of wrong path instructions. This means we can also claim better
energy efficiency, because fewer instructions need to be processed.
For sssp, the inner loop code is small, resulting in a large overhead of slice instructions, and an overall increase in total dispatched
instruction count. However, since the slice instructions are processed in the frontend only and are discarded at dispatch, they only
have a small impact on total latency, explaining the net positive
performance gain.
The small reduction in wrong-path instructions for ms might
seem strange, given the high performance benefit. Figure 6 shows
the number of wrong-path instructions that are dispatched, which
does not include the instructions flushed in the front-end pipeline.
ms has a small memory component, because the sequential accesses
can be efficiently prefetched. As a result, the branch miss is resolved
quickly and the number of dispatched wrong-path instructions is
low. Selective flush does flush slightly fewer instructions, but most
of the non-flushed instructions are in the core front-end, which
are not counted here. In fact, because selective flush can continue
fetching and dispatching instructions while the mispredicted branch
is recovering, there is no interruption in the front-end, yet another
performance benefit of our mechanism.
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Figure 8: Speedup of the selective flush mechanism with a
block linked list from blocks of size 1 (no blocks) to 16.
why it benefits from the extra resources. Reserving 32 entries has a
clear negative impact on performance, because it limits the progress
of regular fetch, while not providing much extra performance to
the resolve paths. Note that reserving 32 entries still has a speedup
(or neutral for pr) versus the baseline: due to the branch misses,
high cache miss rate and indirect memory operations, there is not
much instruction-level parallelism to exploit, and therefore these
resources are not used efficiently in the baseline. In the results in
the previous section, we always assume 8 reserved entries.
The small dip for bfs at 4 reserved entries is due to a secondorder interference with the data prefetcher, making the prefetcher
perform slightly worse for this configuration. Disabling the prefetcher
for all configurations does not show this dip, but the overall performance is lower.
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Blocked Linked List ROB

A blocked linked list ROB reduces the overhead of pointers and
simplifies committing multiple instructions per cycle. However, as
discussed in Section 4.3, it creates gaps in the ROB when flushing
instructions, reducing the ROB capacity. We model these gaps in our
simulator. Figure 8 shows the resulting performance for different
block sizes, from 1 (no blocks) to 16. Up to a block size of 4, we see
negligible impact, because the number of empty slots is small. For

Figure 7 shows the impact of reserving 1 to 32 entries (of each
type) in powers of two (out of 97 reservation stations, 72 load
queue entries and 56 store queue entries). It shows that until 16
reserved entries, the performance remains pretty constant, or even
improves (for bc). bc has its outer loop sliced, so the correct path
can potentially be long (multiple inner loop iterations), which is
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a block size of 8, we see an average 4.1% reduction in performance,
increasing to 9.5% for blocks of 16 entries.

6.4

Sensitivity Studies

The sensitivity of our mechanism to the input size is evaluated
in Figure 9. We increased the input size by 2×, 4× and 8× versus
the baseline results. There is no clear trend: for cc and sssp, the
speedup increases as the graph gets bigger, while for bfs and tc, the
speedup decreases. We find that the gain is highly correlated with
the branch miss fraction in the cycle stack: for some applications,
this fraction decreases because the memory fraction increases, while
for others, the branch miss fraction also increases because branches
are dependent on memory operations that miss in cache. The higher
the branch miss fraction, the higher the potential gain of selective
flush. The average speedup varies between 1.27 (2× larger graph)
and 1.31 (8× larger graph).
We also evaluated the selective flush mechanism on a full 28core configuration, see Figure 10. We increased the input size by a
factor of 16, to have a similar memory footprint per core. In this
experiment, we both exploit the thread parallelism (using OpenMP
threads) as the branch parallelism within a thread (using selective
flush). As for the input size sensitivity, speedups either decrease or
increase versus a single core evaluation. This is again dependent on
the branch miss fraction in the cycle stack. The average speedup of
1.29 shows that the benefit of our technique is orthogonal to that
of thread parallelism.
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Lastly, Figure 11 shows the impact of simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and combining SMT and slicing. We execute 2 and 4
application threads on a single core, for SMT2 and SMT4, respectively. SMT reduces the penalty of branch misses: fewer speculative
instructions are fetched, because instructions of other threads are
also fetched during the branch resolution time. Furthermore, SMT
also hides more memory latency by executing instructions of other
threads during the memory latency. Therefore, we see a larger
speedup for SMT than for slicing. However, combining slicing and
SMT still provides additional speedup. Compared to perfect branch
prediction, slicing still provides 50% of the potential speedup with
SMT2 or SMT4.
For some applications (cc and ms), slicing performs even better
than adding SMT threads. For SMT, multiple threads execute concurrently, which increases the current working set and puts more
pressure on caches and TLBs. This leads to more conflict misses
and lower per-thread performance, in most cases compensated by
the larger throughput (but not always, e.g., for pr at SMT4). Slicing
does not require more threads, and therefore has no impact on
cache miss rates.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Branch mispredictions remain an important source of performance
limiters, which gets worse with deeper pipelines and increasingly
irregular applications. Reusing the execution of data and control
independent instructions after a branch miss instead of refetching
them increases performance and energy efficiency. We propose a
novel hardware-software cooperative technique to select reconverging instructions and not flush them after a branch miss. Independent
slices are denoted by 3 novel slice instructions, inserted by the (performance expert) programmer or compiler. The reorder buffer is
reorganized as a linked list to enable removing and inserting instructions in the middle of a stream, enabling the insertion of the
part of the correct path that truly depends on the branch misprediction. An evaluation on emerging graph applications shows an
average performance increase of 29%.
This paper serves as a proof of the efficacy of this technique.
Further research is needed to implement automatic insertion of
slice instructions by the compiler, and to study the impact of the
novel ROB organization on low level (RTL and circuit) design.
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